
Us&Co

What Us&Co and Billi share together? The love for instant boiling, chilled and sparkling water at 
the touch of a finger.   

Overview

Looking for a flexible co-working in a bright open-plan space or a private office in 
a professional environment with a relaxed vibe? Us&Co offers exactly that! Offices 
full of natural light, with 24/7 access, a lockable pedestal and launch pad with 
power sockets and USB connectors for easy access and access to coffee bars with 
complimentary hot drinks and filtered water. 
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The challenge – an efficient boiling, chilled and sparkling filtered 
water system
Us&Co provide a private office, dedicated desk or a hot desk in trendy 
refined space with state of the art digital infrastructure across 8 
floors with a stylish copper bar with outdoor terrace and benefits 
from stunning views over the Thames, great for informal meetings 
and events.

During the fit-out, the Centre Manager, Warren Lewis, gave us very 
clear instructions on what they were looking to add to their offering: 
instant boiling, chilled and sparkling filtered water through one tap, 
giving their clients a wide range of drinks to enjoy on a daily basis. 

Solution
All floors have their own coffee bars where everything is 
complimentary and Billi is proud to feature on each floor, offering 
pure water to keep the clients hydrated throughout the year. 

Us&Co chose our popular Quadra Sparkling for all their teapoints 
including the bar on the top floor. They have also taken out the Billi 
Gold Maintenance Plan, a planned maintenance agreement covering 
servicing and filter replacement.

The project was coordinated with Maris Interiors & Artesian Property 
Partnership.
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“We want to offer our clients the best 
working experience and therefore, 
we equipped the refreshment areas 
with the Billi Taps dispensing boiling, 
chilled and sparkling water instantly. 

I think that the Billi tap is not only the 
most efficient but also the best looking 
tap in the market.” 
  Warren Lewis 

Centre Manager
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